
Odyssey Toys is a family-owned and operated business committed to delivering the finest innovative hi-
tech gadgets and remote-control toys. With over 20 years of expertise as an industry leader in fun drone 
technology and offices in Miami, Los Angeles and Hong Kong, Odyssey Toys has demonstrated time and 
time again that they are a rapidly growing, dynamic company at the forefront of developing interactive 
tech toys for men, women and children of all ages. 

 
Pocket Drone 
The next generation of drones is here! Fold in motors literally let you take 
your drone in your pocket. Auto Start & Stop makes it easier for beginners to 
learn to fly. Its versatility even lets you fly indoors or outdoors. Record HD 
videos and take high-resolution photos and save them onto the included 4GB 
micro SD card. The size of an iPhone 6, this first generation version features 
collapsible blades that can be tucked neatly inside the unit for easy transport, 
along with a carry case and remote. The Pocket Drone features next-
generation gyro technology to ensure operation with incredible stability, as 
well as 2.4 Ghz Wi-Fi technology, USB charging and LEDs for night 
flying. MSRP $129.95 
 
 
X-9 Photon 
The new X-9 Photon hexacopter from Odyssey Toys gives you some of the 
most advanced controls ever found in a nanodrone! The Odyssey G-Sensor 
enabled controller lets you control the next-gen nanodrone with the flick of 
a wrist. Fly in 360º space with your hands as the controller! MSRP $59.95 
 
 

X-7 Microlite 
Turn the sky into your playground with your very own advanced micro 
drone! X-7 Microlite’s advanced design means you’ll dominate the sky in no 
time. Precision controls and a 2.4 Ghz transmitter gives you the power you 
need to dive, dip, and dart through the air like a pro. It’s easy to fly and 
takes off from any surface, even the palm of your hand! Designed with 
nighttime flying in mind, its fiber-optic LED lights make nocturnal flying easy 
and cool. With an X-7 Microlite flyer, it’s only a matter of time before you 
become an ace pilot! MSRP $79.95 
 

 
Galaxy Seeker II 
The upgraded 2016 model includes a high-definition camera, has a 720p 
wide-angle lens and advanced stability that includes Auto Hover& Auto Stop 
for an easygoing flight. The Galaxy Seeker II provides a completely new 
flying experience thanks to first-person view (FPV) video recording and 
virtual reality (VR) capabilities. Seeing the world like never before, the 
Galaxy Seeker II offers super agile, 360 degree maneuvering and a real-time 
5.8 Ghz digital remote and high-definition video feed. Through the Galaxy 
Seeker II’s VR phone app and included VR headset, users can record and  

          save videos and images directly to the provided 4GB Micro SD card. With  
          built‐in Headless SmartFly technology, the Galaxy Seeker II is compatible  
          with Google Cardboard, giving thrill seekers a 3-D video flying experience.  
          MSRP $179.95 

 



StarChaser 
In-flight VR gives you the ultimate control. Fly anywhere, anytime while 
shooting photos and HD Video. Take the ultimate pictures on vacation or during 
playtime with the family. The next generation gyros and advanced flight 
algorithms provide the ultimate stability and agility! MSRP $199.95 
 
 
Turbo Runner 
Capable of going just about anywhere, the Turbo Runner climbs walls and 
ceilings with ease. The Turbo Runner is a master of all tricks. Transitioning from 
flight to running mode, it darts across walls then dashes across ceilings – it even 
runs down staircases. Mimicking a design that was developed in conjunction 
with the U.S. Navy for a real-life UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle), the Turbo 
Runner fears no trick thanks to its patented cage, which minimizes any force of 
impact. Master the trimming controls, and soon you’ll be performing amazing 
stunts never before possible with a flying RC vehicle. MSRP $49.95 

 
 

### 
 

Odyssey Toys are available at retail nationwide, including Toys ‘R’ Us, Brookstone and Costco. To learn 
more, visit us online at www.odsseytoys.com. You can also join the conversation by following us on 
Twitter (@OdysseyToys) and Facebook (Odyssey Toys). 
 
 
MEDIA CONTACTS: 
 
Scott Goldberg, Southard Communications, scott@southardinc.com, 847/347-3333 
Sarah Brokenshire, Southard Communications, sarah@southardinc.com, 212/777-2220 
Nicole Brief, Southard Communications, nicolebrief@southardinc.com, 212/777-2220 
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